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Creativity: Using Your Whole Brain

BACKGROUND

As pointed out in this episode, creativity is a matter involving the whole brain, not only the creative right side 
but also the more logical left side.  Creative thinking is not only useful in the arts, but in any aspect of one’s 
life.  Creativity allows us to solve problems that don’t seem to have solutions. Very few of the seemingly logical 
scientific concepts we have knowledge of would ever have come to be if discoverers were only using their left 
brains.  Sometimes a simple walk in nature is enough to spark creativity, as was the case for engineer George 
de Mestral, the inventor of Velcro.  The prickly little burs that got stuck to his clothing and dog gave him an 
idea that is in use everywhere today.  While the engineer used his left brain for many aspects of developing his 
invention, there is no doubt it took a creative mind to look at a common nuisance as potentially useful. 

TASK

The following activities are used by psychologists to test creativity.  Read the brief introduction and then give 
each test a try. Treat these as a game and not a test. This will reduce anxiety (good advice for any test!). Then, 
read the explanation of the test

1.  
Your job is to connect all 9 dots below using just 4 straight lines and without picking your pencil up from the 
paper. See what you can do in 2 minutes.

EXPL ANATION

When your teacher gave you the hint, it was meant literally. However, “thinking outside of the box” is a com-
mon phrase used to illicit creativity from people in all lines of work.  The phrase implies that you think outside 
of the normal rules or look at things from a new and different perspective.
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2.  
You will be given three seemingly unrelated words. Your job is to come up with a fourth word that is related to 
the three given words. Do as many as you can in 4 minutes. 
 
Ex.   teeth - arrest - start      answer: false 

• cracker - fly - fighter answer:    

• fish - mine - rush answer:    

• opera - hand - dish answer:    

• illness - bus - computer answer:    

• spoon - cloth - card answer:    

• baby - spring - cap answer:    

EXPL ANATION

This is called a Remote Association test and is used to test creativity. The more seemingly unrelated the three 
words are, the more creative you have to be to make the association with a fourth word.  This is an example of a 
convergent test because the questions have only one answer.  The answers to the above in order are: fire, gold, 
soap, terminal, table, and shower. How did you do?
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3.
There is a figure drawn below. Take 4 minutes to complete the figure and give your final drawing a title.   
 

Title:     

EXPL ANATION

This test is still used and is scored based on four categories: fluency, abstractness of title, originality and elab-
oration. This is an example of a divergent test because there are an unlimited number of answers. Look around 
the room at how many ways such a simple line could be used!
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3.
Below is a diagram that shows a table in front of a wall.  On the table is a box of nails, a hammer, and a candle 
which you have matches for.  Take 3 minutes to come up with a way of attaching the candle to the wall so that, 
when lit, no wax drips on the table.

EXPL ANATION

This test was created by a psychologist named Karl Dunker.  While several solutions exist, the most realistic is 
to take the nails out of the box, and then attach the box to the wall with a hammer and a couple of nails.  Place 
the candle in the box and light it. All the wax will drip into the box, and not on the table.  Interestingly, more 
people came to this solution if the nails were out of the box from the beginning, leading to the term “functional 
fixedness” in the psychology world. We can be much more creative with a box if we don’t assume it has a specif-
ic purpose (i.e. holding nails).


